Nearly 40 years after second-wave feminism first challenged academe, theorists of fascism have yet to engage seriously with women's or gender history. This neglect is not entirely their fault: neither women's nor gender historians have systematized the implications of their work for understanding fascism as a category of analysis, perhaps seeing fascism studies as a domain of positivist model building, dependent upon the universalization of the male subject. From the other side, fascism theorists' neglect of women's and gender history stems, in a few cases, from a wider unfamiliarity with historical research on fascism.
lZ0 New Approaches more 'complete' if they included an understanding of gender relations (although it would be pleasing if they did); rather, the critical method honed by gender historians and others allows us to understand the historical nature of fascism. This in turn exposes inherent weaknesses in those theories-not just in terms of their exclusion of women, but of their very assumptions about the nature of society and of the methods of the human sciences.
In the first part of this chapter I shall examine the intellectual roots of the model-building approach, situating it in the same intellectual matrix from which fascism and most other modern ideologies emerged. I shall focus especially on the origins and nature of the political religions approach to fascism, bearing in mind that this method purports to apply as much to communism and other fundamentalisms as to fascism. I have chosen to concentrate on it because of its presently high intellectual profile and because it connects with many other strands in fascism theory and in the social and political sciences more generally.1 I shall argue that political religions and related theories assume a gendered dichotomy between elite and mass, and consequently between structure and agency. They invest a small male elite with responsibility for historical change; they relegate most men to the status of unreflective people whose agency at most consists in the demand for domination. Effectively, male followers are feminized and women consigned to conceptual limbo. Associated with this antimony between elite and mass is an equally radical distinction between the rational scientific observer and the objects of their study.
I shall then suggest, tentatively, that women's and gender historyas exemplars of the historical method more generally-may help us conceptualize fascism differently, and indeed to rethink the notion of a 'theory' of fascism.
Political religions theory
For Emilio Gentile, who is among those who have done most to repopularize the concept, a political religion emerges when an earthly movement or regime sacralizes a nation, state or other entity. A secular movement endowed with the trappings of a religion-a charismatic leader and his charismatic community, priests, disciples, a liturgy and forms of worship-endeavours to shape the individual and the masses through an 'anthropological revolution': the creation of a 'new man'. Since it sees history as a conflict between good and evil, fascism-aspolitical-religion brooks no resistance to its project.2
